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Abstract
Cameras sample each image pixel in one color channel only. The remaining channels are interpolated from neighboring pixels during demosaicing. This operation leaves traces, that can be exploited to authenticate images and detect forgeries. This paper describes the method introduced by Choi et al. that exploits the fact that interpolated pixels are more prone to be intermediate values, to detect in which pattern an image has been sampled. We then use this information to find regions that are inconsistent with the global image. We attribute a confidence score to each detection, which can then be thresholded to provide a binary map of detected forgeries.

Source Code
The reviewed source code and documentation for this algorithm are available from the web page of this article. Usage instruction are included in the README.txt file of the archive.
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1 Introduction

Most cameras do not see full color images. They only sample one color per pixel using a color filter array (CFA), and must interpolate the missing values, as seen in Figure 1. The most common CFA is the Bayer matrix, shown in Figure 2a. It is made of a simple $2 \times 2$ pattern, which samples twice as many pixels in green as in red or blue. Because interpolation leaves traces, it is sometimes possible to identify in which pattern an image has been sampled, in other words, to know which of the four blocks seen in Figure 2b represents the first sampled pixels at the image origin. Other CFA than the Bayer matrix exist, however those are not commonly used; as a consequence this article focuses solely on the Bayer CFA.

If there is a forgery in an image, chances are that the pattern in the manipulated area will not coincide with the rest of the image. For instance, if part of an image is copied and pasted onto another (or potentially the same) image, there is a $\frac{3}{4}$ chance that the patterns will not be aligned, as...
In a raw image, each pixel is only sampled in one color channel. Demosaicing interpolates the missing colors.

Figure 1: Most cameras can only sample one color channel per pixel, and need to interpolate the missing data with one of many demosaicing algorithms. (Here, the mosaic has been artificially recreated on a low-resolution image so it can be seen to the naked eye.)

The Bayer CFA, by far the most commonly used CFA. The four potential patterns that arise from the Bayer CFA.

Figure 2: The Bayer color filter array (CFA), and the four potential patterns that arise from it. The pattern identifies the position of the top-left red-sampled pixel in an image, in other words the modulo 2 offset of the CFA. With a Bayer CFA, half the pixels are sampled in green, one quarter in red and the other quarter in blue. This is due to the human perception being able to detect finer details in the green values than in red or blue values, hence the need to better reconstruct the green.

can be seen in Figure 3. If this shift in the periodic pattern of sampled colors can be detected, then it will constitute an important evidence as to the presence of a forgery.

The method we present here, originally proposed by Choi et al. [5], uses the fact that demosaicing is basically an interpolation operation. As a consequence, interpolated pixels are more often intermediate values among their immediate neighbors, as seen in Figure 4. For instance, with the simple bilinear demosaicing, missing colors are directly averaged from the direct neighbors that were originally sampled in that color, and are thus always intermediate values.

Of course, this simple behavior is no longer true with more complex algorithms, which interpolate pixels using more samples among all three channels. Nevertheless, with most algorithms, an interpolated pixel is still more likely to be an intermediate value than a sampled one.

In this paper, we describe, analyze and expand this method. The original article explains how to detect in which pattern an image, or part of it, has been sampled. Starting from there, we detect

---

1 https://doi.org/10.5201/ipol.2021.355

2 Some cameras are able to sample full color image by using superposed sensors. Due to the high cost for a very small improvement on the final image quality, these are extremely rare.
Figure 3: Colors in which pixels are sampled in an authentic and forged image. In the forged area of the second image, there is a $\frac{3}{4}$ probability that the patterns of the authentic and forged area are misaligned, causing a shift in the otherwise-periodic CFA.

Figure 4: Red and green channels of a toy image demosaiced with bilinear interpolation in the rggb pattern. Red values correspond to positions where the value was interpolated. Highlighted cells correspond to pixels that take an intermediate value, i.e. that are not a local extremum among their direct neighbors. While sampled pixels can have intermediate values, many more can be found among interpolated pixels in both the red and green channels. The blue channel, not shown here, behaves similarly to the red one.

which regions of an image are inconsistent with the main image, and attribute a confidence score to this detection. We also propose another way of computing intermediate values, which yields slightly better results.

2 Method

During demosaicing, missing colors on each pixel are interpolated from its neighbors. As a consequence, pixels that are interpolated in a given channel are more likely to be an intermediate value, in other words, to be neither lower than all its direct neighbors nor higher than all of them. This is especially true with the simplest demosaicing algorithm, the bilinear demosaicing which interpolates the three channels separately.

The detection method analyzed here counts the intermediate values corresponding to each of the four patterns. On the correct pattern, as most pixels are sampled, there should be fewer intermediate values than in the other patterns.
2.1 Intermediate Values Detection

Let $I$ of shape $(X, Y)$ be one color channel of an image. The pixel at location $(x, y)$ is considered an intermediate value if $\min(I_{x-1,y}, I_{x+1,y}, I_{x,y-1}, I_{x,y+1}) \leq I_{x,y} \leq \max(I_{x-1,y}, I_{x+1,y}, I_{x,y-1}, I_{x,y+1})$. We define $\mathcal{M}(I)$ as the mask of intermediate values of $I$. Its value is 1 if $(x, y)$ is an intermediate value of $I$, and 0 otherwise.

If $(x, y)$ is at the border of the image, at least one of $x \pm 1$ and $y \pm 1$ is out of the image boundaries. To avoid border effects, we would have to mask out a 1-pixel border around the image. However, doing this would cause an imbalance in the number of pixels corresponding to different patterns, in other words there would be, in border windows, more pixels corresponding to one pattern than to another. To solve the imbalance, we mask out a 2-pixels-wide border instead. More formally, the mask of intermediate values is therefore defined by

$$
\mathcal{M}(I)_{x,y} \triangleq \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x \in \{0, 1, X - 2, X - 1\} \text{ or } y \in \{0, 1, Y - 2, Y - 1\}, \\
1 & \text{otherwise, if } \min(I_{x-1,y}, I_{x+1,y}, I_{x,y-1}, I_{x,y+1}) \leq I_{x,y} \leq \max(I_{x-1,y}, I_{x+1,y}, I_{x,y-1}, I_{x,y+1}), \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

The computation of this mask is described in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1:** Mark intermediate values (original isotropic version)

```python
1 function is_intermediate(arr)
   2 Input arr: Array of size $(X, Y)$, one channel of an image
   3 Output mask: Array of size $(X - 4, Y - 4)$, intermediate values mask
   4 mask := 0_{(X-4,Y-4)}
   5 for x from 2 to X - 2 and y from 2 to Y - 2 do
   6       mi = min(arr_{x+1,y}, arr_{x-1,y}, arr_{x,y-1}, arr_{x,y+1})
   7       ma = max(arr_{x+1,y}, arr_{x-1,y}, arr_{x,y-1}, arr_{x,y+1})
   8       if mi \leq arr_{x,y} \leq ma then
   9           mask_{x-2,y-2} := 1
10 return mask
```

To limit demosaicing artifacts, many demosaicing algorithms tend to avoid interpolating against strong gradients, such as against an edge, and thus often only interpolate in one direction (in which the gradient is smaller). To take this into account, we propose to replace the original isotropic intermediate values mask with bidirectional filters, that separately consider horizontally and vertically intermediate values. We define the mask of horizontal intermediate values as

$$
\mathcal{M}(I)^h_{x,y} \triangleq \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x \in \{0, 1, X - 2, X - 1\} \text{ or } y \in \{0, 1, Y - 2, Y - 1\}, \\
1 & \text{otherwise, if } \min(I_{x-1,y}, I_{x+1,y}) \leq I_{x,y} \leq \max(I_{x-1,y}, I_{x+1,y}), \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

Vertical values are computed in a similar way as

$$
\mathcal{M}(I)^v_{x,y} \triangleq \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x \in \{0, 1, X - 2, X - 1\} \text{ or } y \in \{0, 1, Y - 2, Y - 1\}, \\
1 & \text{otherwise, if } \min(I_{x,y-1}, I_{x,y+1}) \leq I_{x,y} \leq \max(I_{x,y-1}, I_{x,y+1}), \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

With this definition, the bidirectional mask of intermediate values is then defined as the mean of the horizontal and vertical masks by

$$
\mathcal{M}(I)_{x,y} \triangleq \frac{1}{2} (\mathcal{M}(I)^h_{x,y} + \mathcal{M}(I)^v_{x,y}).
$$
The mask is therefore null at the border and where a pixel is not an intermediate value, equal to \( \frac{1}{2} \) where the pixel is either horizontally or vertically an intermediate value, and equal to 1 when it is an intermediate value both horizontally and vertically. The computation of the bidirectional mask is detailed in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2:** Mark intermediate values (bidirectional variant)

```python
1 function is_intermediate(arr)
2     Input arr: Array of size \((X, Y)\), one channel of an image
3     Output mask: Array of size \((X - 4, Y - 4)\), intermediate values mask
4     mask := \(0_{(X-4,Y-4)}\)
5     for \(x \) from \(2\) to \(X - 2\) and \(y \) from \(2\) to \(Y - 2\) do
6         \(m_h := \min(arr_{x-1,y}, arr_{x+1,y})\)
7         \(M_h := \max(arr_{x-1,y}, arr_{x+1,y})\)
8         \(m_v := \min(arr_{x,y-1}, arr_{x,y+1})\)
9         \(M_v := \max(arr_{x,y-1}, arr_{x,y+1})\)
10        if \(m_h \leq arr_{x,y} \leq M_h\) then
11           mask_{x-2,y-2} += \(\frac{1}{2}\)
12        if \(m_v \leq arr_{x,y} \leq M_v\) then
13           mask_{x-2,y-2} += \(\frac{1}{2}\)
14     return mask
```

The original isotropic mask and the bidirectional one will be compared in Section 3. For the rest of this section, we consider \(R\), \(G\) and \(B\) the masks of intermediate values obtained on the respectively red, green and blue channels of the image. Which of the two methods was used to compute those masks is irrelevant to the rest of the algorithm.

### 2.2 Division into Windows

The strategy to find forgeries using inconsistencies in the CFA patterns is to first find in which pattern the full image has been demosaiced, then to find the pattern used in different windows of the image. If the pattern detected in a window is different from the one detected for the full image, then this window is inconsistent with the rest of the image and can be considered as forged.

To improve the precision of detection, we do not simply use adjacent windows, but rather sliding windows with overlap. The window size \(W\) and stride are set as parameters of the algorithm. The stride determines the number of pixels between the left (or top) border of two consecutive windows, so that a stride equal to the window size leads to adjacent windows without overlapping, a stride equal to half the window size leads to a new window starting at the middle of the previous one, etc.

Using a lower stride will not drastically improve the detection, but may help delineate a detected forgery more precisely, at the cost of a slower algorithm.

### 2.3 Finding the Pattern

The four Bayer patterns can be divided into two subgroups by their diagonal: RGGB and BGGR share the \(\cdot G\cdot G\) diagonal, whereas GRBG and GBRG share the \(G\cdot G\) diagonal (see Figure 5). Because the Bayer CFA samples twice as many pixels in green than in red or blue, it is easier to find information on the pattern in the green channel. This is amplified by the fact that many demosaicing algorithms first
interpolate the green channel by itself, but interpolate the red and blue channels using information from the green channel.

![Diagram of sampling patterns](image)

**Figure 5:** The four possible sampling patterns can be grouped by the diagonal on which the green channel was sampled: RGG	ext{B} and \text{BGGR} share the \text{GG}· diagonal, whereas \text{GRBG} and \text{GBRG} share the G·G one.

As a consequence, the presented method first tries to detect the diagonal pattern using the green channel (\text{GG}· or G·G), then uses the red and blue channels to compare the two potential patterns sharing that diagonal. We denote by \(R\), \(G\) and \(B\) be the masks of intermediate values on the respectively red, green and blue channels. (They will not be confused with the \(R,G,B\) channels that we no longer use in the rest of this paper). These masks can represent either the full image or a window of it. To maintain the balance between patterns, the masks must be of even size. For this reason, the window size must be even, and the last row/column of the full image is removed if necessary to ensure the evenness of the shape. Here we denote the shape of these masks \((2X,2Y)\) for easier notations of the different positions on the CFA. We start by looking at the green channel for the diagonal grids. The intermediate value count corresponding to the \text{GG}· pattern is

\[
C_{\text{GG}·} \triangleq \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} (G_{2x+1,2y} + G_{2x,2y+1}),
\]

while the count corresponding to the G·G pattern is

\[
C_{\text{G·G}} \triangleq \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} (G_{2x,2y} + G_{2x+1,2y+1}).
\]

The count difference of the diagonal is then defined as

\[
\Delta_{\text{diag}} \triangleq \frac{1}{2X \cdot Y} (C_{\text{GG}·} - C_{\text{G·G}}).
\]

This difference is positive if the detected diagonal is G·G, and negative if it is GG·:

\[
D \triangleq \begin{cases} 
\text{G·G} & \Delta_{\text{diag}} > 0, \\
\text{GG·} & \Delta_{\text{diag}} < 0, \\
-1 & \Delta_{\text{diag}} = 0.
\end{cases}
\]

The normalization by \(\frac{1}{2X \cdot Y}\) means that the resulting difference belongs to \([-1, 1]\), and is equal to \(\pm 1\) if all pixels in one of the patterns are intermediate values, whereas the other pattern has no intermediate values (\(XY\) is the number of \(2 \times 2\) blocks in a mask of shape \((2X,2Y)\), and we sum two pixels in this block for each pattern). Note that the \(\pm 1\) limit is only theoretical: even with bilinear demosaicing, where all interpolated pixels are intermediate values, sampled pixels can be intermediate too, for instance where they belong to a slope. As a consequence, the difference will not reach those values in natural cases.
Once we know the main diagonal, we can compare the two patterns sharing that diagonal. The green channel does not provide any information on this, so we use the red and blue channels. The count of intermediate values corresponding to each pattern is

\[ C_{\text{rggb}} \triangleq \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} (R_{2x,2y} + B_{2x+1,2y+1}) ; \]
\[ C_{\text{bggr}} \triangleq \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} (R_{2x+1,2y+1} + B_{2x,2y}) ; \]
\[ C_{\text{grbg}} \triangleq \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} (R_{2x+1,2y} + B_{2x,2y+1}) ; \]
\[ C_{\text{gbrg}} \triangleq \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} (R_{2x,2y+1} + B_{2x+1,2y+1}) . \]

The count differences of the two pattern pairs are then defined as

\[ \Delta_{\text{rggb-BGGR}} \triangleq \frac{1}{2XY} (C_{\text{rggb}} - C_{\text{bggr}}) , \]
\[ \Delta_{\text{grbg-GBGR}} \triangleq \frac{1}{2XY} (C_{\text{grbg}} - C_{\text{gbrg}}) , \]

and are then combined into the main grid difference

\[ \Delta_{\text{main}} \triangleq \begin{cases} \Delta_{\text{rggb-BGGR}} & D = \cdot\cdot\cdot \cdot, \\
\Delta_{\text{grbg-GBGR}} & D = \cdot\cdot\cdot \cdot. \end{cases} \]

Finally, the main detected grid can be obtained as

\[ M \triangleq \begin{cases} \text{RGGB} & D = \cdot\cdot\cdot \cdot \text{ and } \Delta_{\text{main}} < 0, \\
\text{BGGR} & D = \cdot\cdot\cdot \cdot \text{ and } \Delta_{\text{main}} > 0, \\
\text{GRBG} & D = \cdot\cdot\cdot \cdot \text{ and } \Delta_{\text{main}} < 0, \\
\text{GBRG} & D = \cdot\cdot\cdot \cdot \text{ and } \Delta_{\text{main}} > 0, \\
-1 & \text{ otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

Both for the diagonal and main grids, if there is strict equality in the two counts detected, no grid is considered detected. Naturally, if no decision is taken on the diagonal, no main grid is selected either. The grid detection is detailed in Algorithm 3.

While \( \Delta_{\text{main}} \) is later used to make decisions on forgeries, the two intermediary comparisons \( \Delta_{\text{rggb-BGGR}} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{grbg-GBGR}} \) are easier to understand visually, and are thus kept for visualization.

Our implementation of the count difference computation is slightly different from the description of the original article. In the original article, the difference is not normalized by \( \frac{1}{2XY} \). More importantly, the difference is computed separately in the red and blue channels, and the strongest of the two is kept, whereas we use their sum. The reason for this is that the original article only tries to classify in which pattern an image has been sampled, without considering how confident one can be in the detection, or how to use it to detect forgeries. When only considering classification of an image or window into the four patterns, both the original article and our implementation provide the same results. However, adding the normalization and summing the two channels makes it easier for us to also compute a confidence value for the detections, which will be described in the next subsection.

Finally, we note that even though this algorithm is presented for one window, the grid detection is obviously performed on all windows simultaneously.

### 2.4 Forgery Detection

Using the previously-described algorithms, we can compute the intermediate value masks in all channels, cut them into windows, and detect the diagonal and pattern of the global image and of each window. With this information, we could simply say that the windows which do not use the same pattern as the main grid correspond to forged regions. However, doing this creates many false positives, as the detection is not always correct. In first instance, if the grid of a window does not
Algorithm 3: Find the grid

1 function find_grid(R, G, B)
    Input R: Array of even size (2X, 2Y), typically as returned by is_intermediate or a sub-window of it on the red channel
    Input G: Same as above for the green channel
    Input B: Same as above for the blue channel
    Output M: CFA pattern identified by the function (one of RGGB, GRBG, GBRG, BGGR)
    Output D: Diagonal pattern identified by the function (either ·GG· or G··G)
    Output 𝛿main: Difference of count of intermediate values between the two patterns sharing the same diagonal. Positive if the best pattern is RGGB or GRBG, negative if the best pattern is BGGR or GBRG.
    Output 𝛿diag: Difference of count of intermediate values between the two diagonal patterns. Negative for ·GG·, Positive for G··G.
    Output 𝛿rggb−bggr, 𝛿grbg−gbrg: Difference of count of intermediate values between two grids sharing the same pattern.

    # First we select the best diagonal pattern using the green values
    2 C_{GG} := \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} G_{2x,2y} + G_{2x+1,2y+1}
    3 C_{G-G} := \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} G_{2x,2y} + G_{2x+1,2y+1}
    4 Δdiag := \frac{1}{2XY} (C_{GG} - C_{G-G})
    5 if Δdiag ≠ 0 then
        6 \[ D := ·GG· \]
    7 else
        8 \[ D := G··G \]

    # Compare patterns with the same diagonal.
    9 C_{RGGB} := \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} R_{2x,2y} + B_{2x+1,2y+1}
   10 C_{BGGR} := \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} R_{2x+1,2y+1} + B_{2x,2y}
   11 C_{GRBG} := \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} R_{2x+1,2y} + B_{2x,2y+1}
   12 C_{GBGR} := \sum_{x=0}^{X-1} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-1} R_{2x,2y+1} + B_{2x+1,2y+1}
   13 ΔRGGB–BGGR = \frac{1}{2XY} (C_{RGGB} - C_{BGGR})
   14 ΔGRBG–GBGR = \frac{1}{2XY} (C_{GRBG} - C_{GBGR})
   15 if D = ·GG· then
       16 \[ Δmain = ΔRGGB–BGGR \]
       17 if Δmain < 0 then
           18 \[ M := RGGB \]
       19 else
           20 \[ M := BGGR \]
   21 else
       22 \[ Δmain = ΔGRBG–GBGR \]
       23 if Δmain < 0 then
           24 \[ M := GRBG \]
       25 else
           26 \[ M := GBGR \]
   27 return M, D, Δmain, Δdiag, ΔRGGB–BGGR, ΔGRBG–GBGR
match the global image’s grid, we can consider that window as forged with a confidence of $|\Delta_{\text{main}}|$ (or $|\Delta_{\text{diag}}|$ if looking at the diagonals). However, if the threshold is low, isolated detections of a given grid will be made by mistake. On the contrary, in a region with many windows sharing the same grid, only those above the threshold will be detected, so a high threshold will cause most of the detections to be missed. In both cases, using a fixed threshold will lead to mistakes that would be easy to avoid by looking at the map more globally.

We therefore propose to segment the windows into connected components by their grids. In other words, a connected component is a set of spatially connected windows whose detected pattern is the same. This segmentation is performed with `scikit-image` [10]. Components whose detected pattern is equal to the one of the global image are immediately discarded; they are not considered forged as they agree with the full image. For components whose detected pattern is different, we consider them as forged, with a confidence value which corresponds to the maximum absolute difference of count of all windows in that components (either $|\Delta_{\text{main}}|$ or $|\Delta_{\text{diag}}|$ depending on whether we are looking at the full pattern or the diagonal). In other words, the confidence of a component is the confidence of its most prominent window. The computation of the confidence by connected component is performed in Algorithm 4.

**Algorithm 4: Connected confidence computation**

```plaintext
1 function connected_confidence(G, global_G, Δ)
2     Input G: Grid/diagonal detected on each window, shape $(X_W, Y_W)$
3     Input global_G: Grid/diagonal detected on the main image
4     Input Δ: Either Δ_{main} or Δ_{diag}
5     Output confidence: Confidence that each pixel is forged
6     labels = label_connected(G, global_G)
7     confidence = 0_{X_W,Y_W}
8     for label from θ to max(labels) do
9         # ⊙ denotes Hadamard product
10         confidence += max(((labels = label) ⊙ |Δ|))
11     return confidence
```

We apply this method separately to both the diagonal and the full pattern detection; this yields two confidence maps, which are then merged by taking their pointwise maximum. Although the full pattern analysis can encompass the diagonal detection, in many cases the algorithm can only find the diagonal but hesitates on the full pattern. Hence, separating the detections enables the method to detect significant diagonal traces even when the full pattern cannot be detected.

These confidence maps are useful to visualize the detection. However, they do not constitute by themselves a decision on the detection. They cannot either be used as a heat map: the maximal absolute value of the difference, 1, is never reached in actual cases, and even the most confident detections will rarely reach a score of 0.3.

To make a final decision on the image, we thus threshold the obtained confidence map by a fixed threshold $γ$. This is equivalent to performing hysteresis thresholding with a lower threshold 0 and a higher threshold $γ$ on each map $(M = g) ⊙ |Δ_{\text{main}}|$ for each pattern $g$ except the full image’s pattern, and $(D \neq d_{\text{img}}) ⊙ |Δ_{\text{diag}}|$, where $d_{\text{img}}$ is the full image’s detected diagonal, $⊙$ is the Hadamard product (pointwise multiplication), while the expression $(A = b)$ is an array of the same shape of $A$, equal to 1 where $A$ takes the value $b$ and 0 elsewhere.

Finally, all the outputs are resized to have one value per pixel, rather than per window. This is done with nearest neighbor interpolation for binary outputs, and with linear interpolation for continuous outputs. The computation of the forgery map is detailed in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5: Global algorithm

```
1 function find_forgeries(img, W, stride, threshold)
   Input img: Input image, size (X, Y, 3). X and Y must be even (the last row and/or column may be cut to ensure this).
   Param W: int, Window size
   Param stride: int, Distance between the left/top border of two consecutive windows.
   Must divide W.
   Param γ: float, higher hysteresis threshold to select relevant inconsistencies.
   Output forged_full: Final map of detected forgeries (pointwise maximum of forged_main and forged_diag)
   Output forged_{main, diag}: Detected forgeries after thresholding, respectively on the full pattern and on the diagonal
   Output confidence_{full, main, diag}: Confidence that each region is a forgery
   Output inconsistent_{full, main, diag}_raw: Binary mask of each region being inconsistent with the global image, regardless of significance.
   2 intermediate := is_intermediate(img)
   3 windows := create_sliding_windows(intermediate, W, stride)
   4 X_w, Y_w := number of windows per column/row
   # Pattern and diagonal on the global image
   5 global_M, global_D, and = find_grid(intermediate[:,:,:,0], intermediate[:,:,:,1], intermediate[:,:,:,2])
   # Pattern and diagonal on each window
   6 M, D, Δ_main, Δ_diag := 0_{X_w,Y_w}
   7 for x from 0 to X_w and y from 0 to Y_w do
      main_{x,y}, diag_{x,y}, Δ_main_{x,y}, Δ_diag_{x,y} := find_grid(windows_{x,y,0}, windows_{x,y,1}, windows_{x,y,2})
   # Inconsistent regions
   9 bad_{main, diag}_raw := {M, D} ≠ global_{main, diag}
   10 bad_full_raw := max(bad_diag_raw, bad_main_raw)
   # Connected confidence
   11 confidence_main := connected_confidence(M, global_M, Δ_main)
   12 confidence_diag := connected_confidence(D, global_D, Δ_diag)
   13 confidence_full := max(confidence_main, confidence_diag)
   # Threshold
   14 forged_{full, main, diag} := confidence_{full, main, diag} > γ
   return forged_{full, main, diag}, confidence_{full, main, diag}, inconsistent_{full, main, diag}_raw
```

Overall, the full algorithm can achieve linear complexity in the input size. Indeed, each individual step is linear, including the connected confidence computation since each block of the image belongs to at most one component and is thus only processed once. In practice, the vectorized Python implementations process all blocks for each component, thus leading to a quadratic complexity. Although an optimal computation in another language could offer the optimal worst-case linear complexity, this is largely irrelevant since the number of inconsistent connected components usually does not scale linearly with the image size.
3 Experiments

To evaluate the ability of this method to detect the CFA pattern correctly, we take 15 images from the Raise dataset \cite{6}, and demosaic them using the 7 algorithms available in LibRaw: Bilinear interpolation, AAHD, AHD, DCB, DHT, PPG and VNG. Eleven of these images are of size $4948 \times 3280$, the other 4 are of size $4310 \times 2868$. The selected images can be seen in Figure 6.

### 3.1 CFA Pattern Detection

We start by analyzing, at a global scale, whether the method is able to detect the correct pattern of the 15 images described above. Results can be seen in Table 1. One can see that the algorithm detects the correct grid in all 15 images when they are demosaiced with bilinear, AHD or DCB demosaicing. It also works well on the PPG and VNG algorithms, despite a few mistakes in the full pattern identification against PPG or VNG-demosaiced images. These mistakes are solved when using bidirectional filters. When the image is demosaiced with AAHD or DHT, however, the algorithm consistently fails to detect even the diagonal, and consequently also fails on the full pattern, in both versions of the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demosaicing</th>
<th>Diagonal</th>
<th>Full pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAHD</td>
<td>0/15</td>
<td>0/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHD</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT</td>
<td>3/15</td>
<td>3/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinear</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPG</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNG</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>14/15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Original isotropic intermediate values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demosaicing</th>
<th>Diagonal</th>
<th>Full pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAHD</td>
<td>0/15</td>
<td>0/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHD</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT</td>
<td>2/15</td>
<td>2/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinear</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPG</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNG</td>
<td>15/15</td>
<td>15/15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Bidirectional filters for intermediate values

Table 1: Identification of the main diagonal and of the full pattern on the 15 images. For each demosaicing algorithm, we show how many of the 15 images had their diagonal/full pattern correctly detected by the method. In its original version, the algorithm works very well when the demosaicing is done with AHD, DCB or bilinear demosaicing, with a few errors on the full pattern against PPG- or VNG-demosaiced images. It fails to detect even the diagonal on AAHD- and DHT-demosaiced images. Bidirectional filters for intermediate value computation yield perfect results on PPG and VNG, but still fail against AAHD- and DHT-demosaiced images.

Looking at the results on Image r0a2ff882t in Figure 7, we can see again that the results depend on the demosaicing algorithm used by the method. All windows are detected correctly against DCB and bilinear demosaicing, but the algorithm is confused on the diagonal pattern in the PPG-demosaiced image, though bidirectional filters for the intermediate value computation partly alleviate this problem. On the VNG-demosaiced image, there are also false detections on the diagonal itself. More importantly, the basket of the bike causes errors with AHD, PPG and VNG demosaicing. This was to be expected with a periodic structure that fools the detection. The result might easily be misinterpreted as a forgery. As can be seen on Figure 8, however, using bidirectional filters yields a very low relative confidence for the identification of the basket’s grid compared to the rest of the image. As a consequence, a reasonable thresholding level should still enable one to automatically discard this false detection.

Most images that are found on the web are JPEG-compressed. It is thus vital to test the robustness of this algorithm to JPEG compression. JPEG compression quickly discards the highest frequencies, at which CFA artifacts are located. As a consequence, it would be illusory to expect
Figure 6: These 15 images from the Raise dataset [6] were used in our experiments.
Figure 7: Results of the method on 64x64 windows, both with the original isotropic intermediate value mask and the proposed bidirectional one, on one image with the 7 different demosaicing algorithms. Both methods work perfectly on the DCB- and bilinear-demosaiced images. With the AHD, PPG and VNG methods, both the original isotropic and the bidirectional filters have trouble discerning between the two patterns sharing the same diagonal, but the bidirectional detection makes fewer mistakes. Periodically textured regions like the basket can create a localized shift in the detected mosaic, which could be mistaken for a forgery. With the AAHD and DHT algorithm, the method consistently detects the wrong diagonal.

Figure 8: This figure shows, on the AHD-demosaiced bicycle image, the difference of counts of intermediate values corresponding to the RGGB and BGGR patterns, on the red and blue channels. This count is what is used by the algorithm to decide on a grid. A negative difference corresponds to the correct RGGB pattern, a positive difference to the incorrect BGGR pattern. The difference is normalized by dividing it by the size of the block (64 x 64). The texture in the basket area leads to a locally consistent shift in the position of the intermediate values. The error is slightly less prominent when a bidirectional mask is used, but is still consistently in favor of the wrong grid.
results on heavily-compressed images. However, being able to detect the CFA pattern on low-compression images extends the application range of a CFA grid detection method. We show results after JPEG compression on Figures 9 and 10. JPEG compression is done with the Pillow library. On the two studied images, we can see that even the highest-quality compression of 100 causes many errors in the pattern detection, though the algorithm remains largely usable, especially when only looking at the diagonal. A quality factor of 100 does not specifically remove the high frequencies, however the discretization in the frequency domain already includes a loss of information. At JPEG quality 98, the algorithm no longer detects the correct pattern, except in the easier case of the bilinear demosaicing algorithm. However, it can still detect the diagonal of most windows, albeit with a few errors. Finally, at JPEG quality 95, the algorithm is unable to find anything.

All in all, JPEG compression remains the biggest limitation of this method, and of CFA detection in general.

In Figures 11, 12 and 13, we evaluate the robustness of the method to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Because AWGN is not spatially correlated, it remains possible to detect the pattern in most cases with a noise of standard deviation $\sigma = 5$ (on [0, 255]-ranged images). More localized errors are made as the noise level increases, but thanks to the lack of spatial correlation of the noise (and consequently of the errors), the risk of mistakenly interpreting these as forgeries remains relatively low. Finally, we can see in Figure 13 that detecting the pattern over AWGN is made easier by using a larger window size, which averages the noise while keeping the artifacts. Of course, this comes at the price of potentially missing smaller forgeries.

Median filtering has often been proposed as a counter-forensics measure to hide forgeries. Although it can be easily detected, we evaluate the robustness of the presented method to median filtering in Figure 14, using a median filter of footprint \((0 1 0)\). We can see that the results of the method are completely inverted, because median filtering shifts the intermediate values. As a consequence, images on which the correct diagonal was found before filtering now yield wrong detection, whereas the method finds the correct pattern on AAHD- and DHT-demosaiced images, where it was failing without median filtering. Figure 15 explains this phenomenon with a toy example. Without further elaborating, we note that only the diagonal detection is affected. As a consequence, if median filtering has been detected, detections can be made correct again by simply reverting the detected diagonal.

\footnote{Alex Clark, Pillow (PIL fork) documentation https://buildmedia.readthedocs.org/media/pdf/pillow/latest/pillow.pdf}
Figure 9: Detection of the method after JPEG compression. Results are shown on Image r07ffdc87t, in the RGGB pattern, uncompressed and submitted to JPEG compression of quality 100, 98 and 95. At JPEG quality 100 (the highest possible), although the correct pattern is usually found in most blocks of the image, errors between the two dual patterns start to appear. At JPEG quality 98, the method remains globally able to detect the main diagonal, but cannot distinguish the dual patterns anymore. At JPEG quality 95, the algorithm is unable to do any detection, even against bilinear demosaicing. Bidirectional intermediates provide a small boost to JPEG robustness, though it is not enough to make the algorithm reliable to use on JPEG-compressed images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AAHD</th>
<th>AHD</th>
<th>DCB</th>
<th>DHT</th>
<th>Bilinear</th>
<th>PPG</th>
<th>VNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncompressed</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG 100</td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image17.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image19.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image21.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td><img src="image22.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image23.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image24.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image25.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image26.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image27.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image28.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG 98</td>
<td><img src="image29.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image30.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image31.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image32.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image33.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image34.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image35.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td><img src="image36.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image37.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image38.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image39.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image40.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image41.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image42.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG 95</td>
<td><img src="image43.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image44.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image45.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image46.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image47.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image48.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image49.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td><img src="image50.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image51.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image52.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image53.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image54.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image55.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image56.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10: Detection of the method after JPEG compression. Results are shown on Image `r0ea0825ft`, in the GRBG pattern, uncompressed and submitted to JPEG compression of quality 100, 98 and 95. On this image, which is more difficult to analyze than the one in Figure 9, errors are already present in the uncompressed image, the diagonal is also locally wrong on the stairs against VNG demosaicing, especially with the original isotropic intermediate values. These errors become more prominent against other demosaicing methods as well at JPEG quality 100 (highest possible), and detection becomes barely possible. At JPEG quality 98, contrarily to Figure 9, detection is mostly impossible, although the diagonal can still be found with local mistakes against bilinear and DCB demosaicing if bidirectional filters are used. Again, bidirectional intermediates provide a consistent, although small, boost to JPEG robustness.
Figure 11: Robustness of the method to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), that can be added to images either for aesthetic reasons or to maliciously hide manipulations. Image r07cfb432t, in the RGGB pattern. We show results against noise of standard deviation from 0 (noiseless) to 10, window size $64 \times 64$. Because the noise is independent of the image, it does not create locally coherent errors that can hardly be distinguished from forgeries. However, the probabilities of a sampled or interpolated pixel being an intermediate value go closer to one another as more noise is added, making the detection harder.
Figure 12: Robustness of the method to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), that can be added to images either for aesthetic reasons or to maliciously hide manipulations. Image r1c9d3f4t, in the RGGB pattern. We show results against noise of standard deviation from 0 (noiseless) to 10, with window size $64 \times 64$. Because the noise is independent of the image, it does not create locally coherent errors that can hardly be distinguished from forgeries. However, the probabilities of a sampled or interpolated pixel being an intermediate value go closer to one another as more noise is added, making the detection harder.
Figure 13: Robustness of the method to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), that can be added to images either for aesthetic reasons or to maliciously hide manipulations. Image r1c9f4t in the RGGB pattern. Noise standard deviation $\sigma = 5$, with window sizes $64 \times 64$, $128 \times 128$ and $256 \times 256$. Because the noise is independent of the image and not spatially correlated, using bigger windows improves the robustness to it by providing more samples (at the cost of potentially missing smaller forgeries).
Figure 14: Results of the method on $64 \times 64$ blocks on two images, unprocessed and median-filtered. The median filter is often used as a simple attack to hide forgeries by removing camera traces. It shifts the intermediate values on the green channel, thus confusing the algorithm on the diagonal pattern. Consequently, with the AAHD and DHT algorithms, which already shift the green channel intermediate values into the sampled pixels, the algorithms makes a better detection after median-filtering than on the unprocessed image.
3.2 Image Forgery Detection

The ultimate goal of the method is to find mosaic inconsistencies in an image. We use forgeries from the Trace database [2] to evaluate the method. The Trace database is constituted of 1000 images taken from the Raise dataset. Two forgery masks are made for each image: the endomask, obtained by taking a random object from the image’s automatic segmentation, and the exomask, which is simply the endomask of another image of the set and thus do not correlate to the contents of the image. The concept of the database is to process the image with two different pipelines, and merge them with one of the forgery masks. Of the six datasets that are proposed, two are of interest to us:

- in the CFA Grid dataset, the two pipelines are the same, but the pattern of demosaicing changes (the algorithm is the same). The forgery thus has a different CFA pattern than the rest of the image.
- in the CFA Algorithm dataset, the two pipelines are the same, but the algorithm of demosaicing changes. A new CFA pattern is also chosen at random for the forged region, with a \( \frac{3}{4} \) chance of being the same than the original image’s.

For the quantitative experiments, we use the CFA grid with exomasks dataset. For the qualitative experiments, we use samples from both the CFA grid and CFA algorithm datasets. Unless otherwise specified, quantitative experiments are done with the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [9]. This metric varies from -1 for a detection that is complementary to the ground truth, to 1 for a perfect detection. A score of 0 represents an uninformative result and is the expected performance of any random classifier. The MCC is more representative than the F1 and IoU scores [3, 4], partly because it is less dependent on the proportion of positives in the ground truth, which is especially important given the large variety of forgery mask sizes in the database. It is defined by

\[
MCC = \frac{TP \times TN - FP \times FN}{\sqrt{(TP + FP) \cdot (TP + FN) \cdot (TN + FP) \cdot (TN + FN)}}
\]

where TP, FP, TN and FN respectively represent the numbers of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negative (FN). The score is computed for each image, and then averaged over each dataset. As most surveyed methods do not provide a binary output but a continuous heatmap, we weight the confusion matrix using the heatmap. For several results, we also provide the Intersection over Union (IoU), the F1 score and the Precision and Recall. Quantitative experimental results can be found in Table 2.
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Results with isotropic and bidirectional intermediate values, raw and with connected confidence both continuous and thresholded at $\gamma = 0.2$, compared with Bammey [1]. Both the presented method and Bammey are used on $32 \times 32$ windows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>MCC</th>
<th>IoU</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic, raw</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic, $\gamma = 0.1$</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional, raw</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional, $\gamma = 0.1$</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bammey [1]</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Influence of using only main grid inconsistencies, diagonal inconsistencies and their combination (pointwise maximum of the two detection maps), on the full database, and when only looking at images whose authentic and forged parts share/do not share the same diagonal. The diagonal is shared in 364 out of the 1000 images of the dataset. By combining the two maps, the obtained results are almost as good as the diagonal map when the forgeries don’t share their diagonal, almost as good as the full map when they do share the same diagonal (and thus cannot be detected by their diagonal), and overall much better than any of the two maps used alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>AAHD</th>
<th>AHD</th>
<th>DCB</th>
<th>DHT</th>
<th>Bilinear</th>
<th>PPG</th>
<th>VNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Images</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the presented method depending on how the image was demosaiced. The method is used with bidirectional filters, on $64 \times 64$ windows, with hysteresis thresholding and combining the main grid and diagonal inconsistencies. Even though the method finds the wrong diagonal with the AAHD and DHT algorithms, it is consistent in doing so, and can thus still detect some forgeries, though not as well as against other demosaicing algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window size</th>
<th>MCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results with different window sizes. The method is used with bidirectional filters, continuous normalisation at $\gamma = 0.2$, $32 \times 32$ windows.
In Table 2a, we can see that using bidirectional filters slightly improves the overall results. This corroborates the visual results of the previous subsection. Using thresholding not only improves the understandability of the method, it also provides significant improvements in the scores. Although this method does not work as well as Bammey [1], we note that it is also much simpler and more interpretable.

Table 2b shows results from taking only the results of the diagonal detection, the full pattern or their combination by pointwise maximum. The strategy of merging the two maps by pointwise maximum is the good one: it performs almost as well as the diagonal map on forgeries which do not share their diagonal, almost as well as the full map on forgeries that do share their diagonal (and are thus invisible in the diagonal map), and thus performs much better on the overall database than any of the maps taken separately.

In Table 2c, we present the scores of the method depending on the demosaicing used to process the image. Unsurprisingly, the method does not work well on AAHD- and DHT-demosaiced images, as we saw in the previous subsection. However, because it is consistent in detecting the diagonal, it can still be used to see that two AAHD- or DHT-demosaiced images use a different diagonal. This will be explored further below. Bidirectional filters work better than the original isotropic filters in most cases. The biggest gaps occur with PPG⁴ and AHD [7] demosaicing, which explicitly interpolate in the smoothest direction. On the other hand, isotropic filters work better with simpler demosaicing methods such as bilinear demosaicing, which does not try to find a better direction for interpolation.

We examine the influence of the threshold in Table 2d. As fewer windows get detected, a higher threshold systematically means that the recall is lower. However, a higher threshold does not necessarily improve the precision; the best precision (and best score overall) is achieved with a 0.1 threshold, and higher thresholds yield a lower precision. This can be explained by the fact that the most confident detections often correspond to textured areas, where intermediate values are created by the texture more than the demosaicing, and are thus a source of false positives.

Finally, Table 2e shows the scores with different window sizes. While a window size of 32 × 32 yields the best results, this is inherently tied to the database in question. We saw earlier that increasing the window size would often lead to a better grid identification, but this also comes at the cost of missing small forgeries, and also failing to identify the borders of the bigger ones.

In Figure 16, we investigate the importance of the thresholding. Inconsistent false detections are usually not found in large connected regions of the same detected grid. As a consequence, even if some of those detections were to be significant, they would not cause a large number of false detections. On the other hand, regions detected because they are truly forged have a high chance of being actually forged. A confident result on one window of that region is thus enough to detect the whole region. Of course, this threshold is not fully automatic: it must still be set by the user, and will not filter out zones that are strongly detected for reasons other than a forgery, such as saturation or textured areas.

The image in Figure 16b is interesting: as it was demosaiced with AAHD, its diagonal is not detected correctly (and no confident detection is thus made in ∆grid). However, because the two regions do not share their diagonal, the inconsistency is still detected. The region demosaiced in the GRBG pattern is detected as being in the G·G· diagonal, whereas the region demosaiced in the BGGR is detected as G·G: even though those predictions are wrong, they are still inconsistent with one another.

We further explore this phenomenon in Figure 17. As long as the two regions of an AAHD-demosaiced image do not share the same diagonal, they can still be detected. However, if the diagonal is wrong, then the algorithm will not look at the correct difference map to select the full

⁴A description of Patterned Pixel Grouping (PPG) by his author, Chuan-Kai Lin, can be found in https://web.archive.org/web/20160923211135/https://sites.google.com/site/chklin/demosaic/, archived from the original page on 23rd September 2016.
(a) Image r06888d38t of the CFA Grid dataset with endomask, demosaiced with the VNG algorithm. The authentic region was demosaiced in the GRBG pattern, the forged region in the GBRG pattern.

(b) Image r1594b4b3t of the CFA Grid dataset with exomask, demosaiced with the AAHD algorithm. The authentic region was demosaiced in the GRBG pattern, the forged region in the BGGR pattern.

Figure 16: Influence of the threshold on the removal of inconsistent false positives. Less-confident regions of the correct detection are kept, as long as they are connected to a more confident window, whereas inconsistent false detections are not connected to a large region: even if a few of them are confidently detected, most will be filtered out. Raw inconsistencies highlight every block whose detected pattern is inconsistent with the main image, regardless of significance.

As a consequence, it will be unable to make a consistent decision, and will thus not detect two different patterns that share the same diagonal. Nevertheless, the unused Δ maps still shows clear traces of the forgery. If one is suspicious that the diagonal is reversed (for instance because it is detected confidently over the whole image, whereas the full pattern is inconsistent), inverting the results of the diagonal, or visually examining the unused Δ map, can thus still reveal the forgery.

In the case of an image whose forged regions come from different algorithms, one of which being AAHD or DHT, the diagonal inversion means that if the two regions share the same diagonal (or even the very same pattern), the forgery could be detected, albeit for the wrong reason. However, this also means that if the two regions do not share the same pattern – an inconsistency which is usually easier to find, as seen in Table 2b –, the forgery then becomes invisible. This problem can be seen in Figure 18.
(a) Image r1d53fccat of the CFA Grid dataset, with endomask. Both regions are demosaiced with the AAHD algorithm, the authentic region in the GBRG pattern and the forged region in the GRBG pattern. Because the method wrongly detects the GG over the whole image, it only compares the two patterns sharing that diagonal, and $\Delta_{\text{grid}} = \Delta_{\text{GRGB}} - \Delta_{\text{BGGR}}$ on almost all the image. As a consequence, no detection can be made on the grid level, and the forgery is not detected. Nevertheless, it appears clearly on $\Delta_{\text{GRGB}} - \Delta_{\text{GRGB}}$, which is not used in the algorithm.

(b) Image r15919202t of the CFA Grid dataset, with endomask. Both regions are demosaiced with the AAHD algorithm, the authentic region in the GRBG pattern, the forged region in the BGGR pattern. Although the method finds the wrong diagonal in both regions, it still finds that the two regions use a different diagonal.

Figure 17: On those two AAHD-demosaiced images, the method finds the wrong diagonal. On the second image, it can still detect that the two regions use a different diagonal, and detects the forgery. On the first image, however, the two regions share the same diagonal. Using the diagonal as a basis to detect the full pattern, the method is unable to make any consistent detections on the full pattern when the diagonal is wrong, and thus does not find the forgery even though it is clearly visible when the correct diagonal is used. This shows the limits of using the detected diagonal as a strict basis for the full detection.
Figure 18: Image r040b3002t of the CFA Algorithm dataset, with exomask. The authentic region is demosaiced with the AAHD algorithm in the GRBG pattern, the forged region is demosaiced with the DCB algorithm in the BGGR pattern. Because the method consistently finds the wrong diagonal on AAHD-demosaiced images, but detects the correct diagonal on DCB-demosaiced images, it believes that the two regions share the same diagonal, even though they do not.

4 Conclusion

The presented method counts the number of locally intermediate values corresponding to each potential demosaicing pattern. The correct pattern, which contains all the originally-sampled pixels, is expected to have fewer intermediate values than the other patterns. The method starts by detecting which diagonal is used with the green channel, then uses the red and blue channels to distinguish between the two patterns sharing the detected diagonal. We proposed a different way of computing intermediate values, which yields slightly better results by exploiting the fact that demosaicing algorithms often interpolate on only one direction.

Doing this both on the full image and in local windows, we are able to detect locally inconsistent windows. The difference between the two compared counts of intermediate values in a window is normalized to serve as a confidence measure for the detection of this window. Those windows are then grouped into connected components of windows that share the same detected grid, and the confidence of a component is set as the maximal confidence of its windows.

This confidence map enables easy visualization of the detections and their significance, and thresholding it filters out most of the incoherent false detections, while keeping the consistent detections. However, the threshold must be set manually.

Of the seven tested demosaicing algorithms, two cause an inversion of the detected diagonal. In the green channel, AAHD and DHT actually cause more intermediate values to appear on the sampled pixels.

The main limitation of this method, and of CFA forgery detection in general, is its low robustness to JPEG compression. With this method, detections are already more difficult at a quality factor of 100, and become impossible at quality 95, effectively limiting its applicability range. We also saw that counter-forensic attacks based on the addition of white noise are quite effective. The classic median filter attack is instead relatively inefficient as it ends up inverting the interpolation masks, and the diagonal can thus still be detected.
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